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1. Primary Representation 

 
Figure 1: Batch Processing Component & Connector Primary Representation. Storage          
Access (middle, green) will be addressed using a local namespace per Data Island,             
projected read throughput up to 4 GB/s/node. Data Queues will be used for distributed data               
updating at runtime, with rates up to 100 MB/s/node (and queue). Configuration data will be               
read from Execution Control at a much lower rate. 
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Figure 2: Realtime Processing Component & Connector Primary Representation.         
Similar rates and requirements to previous diagram, with projected storage throughput           
roughly 1 GB/s/node write performance (assuming maximum case ingest to 500 nodes). 
 
This component & connector view shows decompositions of the “Batch Processing” and            
“Receive and Real-time Processing” SDP components, which execute Science Pipeline          
Workflows within the context of the SDP sub-system (see the Operational System C&C view              
[RD01]). The elements of the primary representation are themselves possibly distributed           
software instances, especially Data Islands and Execution Engines. This will be           
demonstrated using example deployment diagrams in the Variability Guide (section 4). 
 
Reading Guide: Both batch processing and real-time processing work is expected to be             
performed by a number of instances of Execution Engines running in parallel. This is to               
ensure scaling and performance isolation: the aim is for performance to be independent of              
other running Execution Engines are running. This applies both to Execution Engines of             
different Processing Blocks (instances of Batch or Real-Time Processing) as well as            
Execution Engines executing independent workflow stages within a Processing Block. 
 
As scaling of storage throughput is especially important to the SDP architecture, the parallel              
Execution Engine structure is mirrored in the Buffer component by associating each engine             
with its own Data Island instance. This island should have been set up by the Processing                
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Block controller to provide high performance storage backends and metadata services for            
data local to the Execution Engine work, see Buffer decomposition in Operational System             
C&C view [RD01]. 

2. Element Catalogue 

2.1. Elements and Their Properties 

2.1.1. Data Island 

These components have the responsibility for storing data used and produced by Execution             
Engine instances. The File System interfaces provides a tree-like directory structure within a             
namespace unique to the data island to provide applications a unique way to name objects. 
 
To prevent bottlenecks from storage metadata queries, each Data Island should provide a             
local storage namespace so metadata queries do not overlap between islands. Furthermore,            
the namespace of an island should distinguish between individual “input” (e.g. visibilities)            
and “output” (e.g. data products) spaces depending on the type of access to allow easy Data                
Island re-organisation. 

2.1.2. Processing (Batch / Real-Time) 

These top-level components implement the SDP processing associated with a Processing           
Block. Each is managed by a Processing Block Controller instance within Execution Control.             
The main architectural difference between Batch and Real-Time Processing is the presence            
of the interface for Fast Telescope State and Measurement Data as well as the expected               
data rates. 
 
Depending on the current stage of processing and resources made available to the             
Processing Block Controller, different Execution Engines will be instantiated to either           
prepare for, perform, or finish up processing tasks. The choice of Execution Engine type              
(Execution Framework) depends on the use case of the pipeline. This will lead to              
considerable variation in latency, throughput, modifiability and reliability requirements. 

2.1.3. Execution Engine 

These components are responsible for processing of the input data into intermediate and             
eventually final Data Products. Each Execution Engine instance represents a stage of a             
workflow associated with a Processing Block instance. 
 
The fact that every Execution Engine is associated with exactly one Data island means that               
communication between Execution Engine instances is heavily restricted by the architecture.           
The two primary ways that Execution Engines can exchange data are going to be: 
 

1. Once an Execution Engine instance completes it will write outputs to storage            
allocated for that purpose. This data can then be used as input to other Execution               
Engine instances. This might involve reorganisation of data islands as an           
intermediate step. To make it possible for the Buffer to perform this reorganisation             
step quickly and efficiently, the storage backend should assign input and output data             
separate storage namespaces and possibly backend instances. 
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Note that this mechanism allows to build simple top-level graphs from Execution            
Engine instances. This is quite a common pattern for large-scale distribution, and            
especially a simplified version of the DROP concept prototyped by DALiuGE [RD02]. 
 

2. Data Queues are used for runtime communication with other Execution Engines           
instances. This is the only way in the architecture for execution engines to exchange              
data with each other at runtime (or other SDP components, for that matter). This is               
expected to be useful for gathering and aggregating metrics, quality assessment data            
or coordinate progress on calibration. 

 
Note that within these restrictions, Execution Engines are free to implement arbitrary data             
distribution internally. So in the most extreme case, the SDP architecture does explicitly             
allow a execution engine using a “global” data island. In this case the architecture can not                
offer many performance guarantees, but this might occasionally be the right choice to allow              
adoption of specialised distributed algorithms (such as global consensus calibration). 
 
This means that work distribution between Execution Engines might be sequential as well as              
parallel: For example, Execution Engines instances may each be responsible for processing            
the data from one sub-band for one major loop. Data produced by Execution Engines either               
becomes input to other Engines, is preserved as Data Products, or is discarded when no               
data dependencies remain. 

2.1.4 Data Queues 

Data store for streaming data, split into a number of named queues (global namespace).              
Expected to handle streams with moderate throughput (up to roughly 100 MB/s per queue)              
within SDP - especially between Execution Engines and between Execution Engines and            
SDP services. 

2.1.5 Execution Control 

Provides configuration information to Execution Engines and the Buffer. The storage           
interface will be implemented by the Configuration Database, and the control information            
maintained by the Processing Block Controller. See also the Execution Control           
decomposition in the Operational System C&C View [RD01]. 

2.1.6 Measurement Interface, Telescope State Interface 

Provides input data to Receive components, which will transfer the real-time data obtained             
using the various protocols involved (SPEAD, FTP, TANGO) into a consistent stream of raw              
data that can be fed to processing software down the line. 

2.2. Relations and Their Properties 

Not applicable 

2.3. Element Interfaces 

Not applicable 
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2.4. Element Behavior 

2.4.1. Execution Engine Control 

 
Figure 3: Execution Engine and Data Island control by Execution Control 
 
This sequence diagram shows the rough control flow involved in creating Execution Engine             
and Data Islands. The Processing Controller initiates processing by creating a Processing            
Block Controller (see Execution Control decomposition in Operational System C&C view           
[RD01]). This will create the configuration for all required Execution Engines and Data             
Islands in the Configuration Database, which the Processing Controller will assign resources            
to according to global scheduling and resource availability. Note that while a Processing             
Block Controller will be instantiated with an expectation to get a certain amount of resources,               
this might change in the short term due to failures or delays. 
 
Once resources have been allocated and the software has been deployed, the Processing             
Block Controller will perform any needed initialisation steps to finish creating of Data Islands              
and Execution Engines. Execution will be monitored until the Execution Engine is finished, at              
which point the Processing Block Controller might free the associated resources. This point             
is also the point where we can free non-shared storage within the Data Island. Shared               
Storage Backends will have to kept alive, as output data might get used as input to other                 
Execution Engines or SDP services such as Delivery. Data Islands that hold Data Products              
will only get freed after Delivery has finished creating the Science Product Catalogue entry,              
after which point the storage might get transferred to Long Term Storage. 
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2.4.2. Sequential Execution Engines 

 
Figure 4: Sequential Execution Engines data exchange via Data Islands  
 
One of the most important ways data is going to get exchanged between Execution Engines               
is using Data Islands, especially shared storage: After an Execution Engine has finished             
writing outputs to a Data Island, we might set up a new Data Island for a new Execution                  
Engine that makes the output available. Note that the architecture would also allow re-using              
the data island with a different Execution Engine, or creating a new Data Island that takes                
over ownership of the Storage behind the first Data Island. 

2.4.3 Parallel Execution Engines 

 
Figure 4: Parallel Execution Engines data exchange via Data Queues 
 
The other way data can be exchanged by Execution Engines at runtime is using Data               
Queues: As those are globally available, they can be used for streaming data from and to                
other Execution Engines. The example behaviour shows one possible configuration: A           
number of “worker” execution engines stream input via a Data Queue to a “Stream              
Processor” Execution Engine, which does distributed processing before streaming Outputs          
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back. Note that approaching this as a “streaming” problem avoids global synchronisation            
points, which could become a problem for performance. 
 
This method of data exchange between concurrent Execution Engine instances is expected            
to become quite useful for “big picture” problems with poor locality properties such as global               
calibration. What this allows us to do is keep heavy processing (say, imaging or predict) in                
quite small and well-defined data islands, while streaming all required data for calibration out              
to a common concurrent global calibration Execution Engine. Having a separate Execution            
Engine for calibration would especially allow us to decouple the calibration process from the              
control flow of imaging (e.g. the major loop): Calibration could keep iterating and improving              
solutions, with other Execution Engines pulling and pushing queues independently          
depending on where they are in their respective control flow. 
 

3. Context Diagram 

 
Figure 3: Processing C&C Context 
 
The context of Processing is the Operational System C&C view [RD01]. The elements             
decomposed in this view are Receive & Real-Time Processing and Batch Processing. 

4. Variability Guide 

Note that while the Fast Telescope State interface is marked as TANGO in the Operational               
System C&C view, we have not chosen to apply the stereotype here. It is not clear yet                 
whether we might want to introduce an intermediate component for performance isolation. 

4.1. Execution Engine Variability 

The processing architecture leaves the concrete internal designs of Execution Engines and            
Storage Backends open. They can implement arbitrary data distribution methods internally           
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as long as they implement the required interfaces (storage, queues and configuration). This             
is a conscious decision, as Science Pipeline Workflows will have very different requirements             
for their Execution Engines in terms of - amongst others - performance and supported              
programming models. 
 
In fact, we further support Execution Engine variability by designing Processing Components            
(see Processing Component Module View [RD03]) so they can be reused. This means that              
Execution Frameworks will not have to re-implement domain-dependent functionality, and          
can focus entirely on, say, performance or maintainability. 
 
In this section, we will walk through a number of concrete examples of architectures that we                
might wish to support within the SDP. 

4.1.1. Trivial Execution Engine 

 
Figure 4: Trivial Execution Engine Example 
 
In the easiest case, an Execution Engine might just be a single Process on a single                
processing node - illustrated using the dotted deployment box in the diagram. This process              
would internally use a number of Processing Components (see Processing Component           
Module View [RD03]) to work on Data Islands. 
 
Despite its limits, this type of “Execution Engine” is very important for the SDP architecture to                
support. This easily allows SDP to integrate “legacy” astronomy software into workflows as             
long as they primarily work with file objects compatible with SDP data models. 
 
Furthermore, there will likely be good reasons for SDP to maintain their own set of Execution                
Engines and components tailored towards single-process use: This is an easy way to             
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introduce small Workflow modifications on the fly - such as a custom Python script flagging a                
certain selection of visibilities.  
 
Another use case for single-process Execution Engines would be processing that might            
easily bottle-neck the storage instance of the data island and therefore do not actually              
benefit from having more processing nodes available. An example would be tasks migrating             
or reordering data between different storage types such as the hot and cold buffer (for, say,                
visibilities and data products). Such Execution Engines would use large Data Islands with             
bad locality, which offer few performance guarantees. 

4.1.2. Simple Distributed Execution Engine 

 
Figure 5: Simple Distributed Execution Engine Example 
 
There are many ways to implement a distributed system, and the SDP architecture is not               
specialised towards one of them. For the purpose of illustration, this diagram shows a simple               
master/client design where a driver program on a “engine master” node distributes tasks to              
“local engine” nodes, where they would be executed using Processing Components. The            
strength of this paradigm is that it makes load balancing straightforward. 
 
In a distributed setting, these local engines would access the Data Islands using separate              
File System Interfaces locally deployed to their processing nodes. If the Data Island in              
question provides access to fast temporary storage with sufficient consistency guarantees           
regarding distributed updates, it might choose to use this to exchange data between Local              
Engine instances - or simply mirror it to provide robustness. 
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Examples for execution engines that roughly fit into this template would be the SDP              
prototype DALiuGE [RD02] as well as a number of off-the-shelf execution engines such as              
Apache Spark or Swift/T. 
 

 
Figure 6: Distributed Execution Engine using Message Passing Interface 
 
There are obviously a number of variants on this pattern, such as replacing the master and                
clients with equal worker ranks, organising internal communication using a message bus.            
This is the type of architecture used by standard Message Passing Interface (MPI)             
applications. 
 
This paradigm will be useful where the Execution Engine wants tight control over data              
movement. For the SDP this might become useful for complex global distributed algorithms,             
such as calibration solving. 
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4.1.3. Streaming Execution Engine 

 
Figure 7: Streaming Execution Engine Example 
 
Especially for real time processing it makes sense to implement the execution engine using              
static components that perform a transformation on a steady stream of data. In the example,               
we have a “Receive” and a “Processing” engine component which communicate via a             
streaming link. This is useful where we want to optimise latencies, such as for implementing               
Receive and real-time calibration. This architecture was inspired by the MeerKat design. 
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4.1.3. Interfaces via Cache 

 
Figure 8: Caching Execution Engine Example 
 
Especially latency-oriented Execution Engine it might not want to rely on the latency of              
external stores. This might be especially applicable to Science Data Model information (see             
System Data Model View [RD04]) that might be delivered to the Execution Engine in a Buffer                
representation unsuitable for quick access. Therefore an Execution Engine might elect to            
use a local “cache” component (such as an in-memory Database like Redis) as an              
in-between. 

5. Rationale 

A general strategy in Processing is to address drivers by decoupling (modifiability): While we              
might not have (or cannot prove that we have) a Storage or Execution Engine technology               
that satisfies all requirements sufficiently, 

1. we are reasonably sure that solutions will become available for addressing every            
driver in isolation, and 

2. concrete requirements will vary a lot depending on Science Pipeline Workflow and            
even stage within said workflow. 
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Therefore we can greatly increase our chances for realising any overall system quality             
simply by separating technology decisions from each other. This obviously comes at the cost              
of increasing development complexity (need to develop interfaces and wrapping code) and            
has the potential to decrease performance if not done carefully, however this is preferable to               
assuming a “miracle” Execution Engine or Storage technology. 

5.1. Scalability 

Requirements: SDP_REQ-829 (Scalability) 
● The decomposition into multiple Execution Engines is driven by the scalability           

requirement: limiting interaction between Execution Engines means that we can          
harness “embarrassing” parallel scalability. The challenge will be partitioning the          
algorithms into a sufficient number of independent Execution Engines and the data            
movement involved in managing their inputs and outputs. 

● The decomposition into multiple Data Islands is driven by scalability of metadata and             
name spacing (such as maintaining a consistent view of file paths of storage objects).              
As every data island will its own private namespace, performance of metadata            
queries and updates should be isolated from other islands. 

● Furthermore, the decomposition into separate Storage Backends allows scalability of          
storage server infrastructure. There are two ways this could be useful: Firstly, we             
might spread the Data Island data across multiple Storage Backends to make data             
locality even more explicit. Secondly, this allows us to use entirely different backend             
implementations per storage, which might allow us to cut corners in the interest of              
scalability for data that requires it. The latter might well be seen as a special case of                 
the the former. 

5.2. Modifiability 

Requirements: SDP_REQ-826 (General Workflow / Algorithm Performance) 
● An important reason for supporting a large number of execution engines is to ensure              

modifiability of Science Pipeline Workflows: Different execution engines might allow          
us to describe pipelines in different ways, which allows us to experiment with both              
low- and high-level programming models depending on the requirements of the           
pipeline in question. 

5.3. Performance 

Requirements: SDP_REQ-826 (General Workflow / Algorithm Performance),       
SDP_REQ-827 (Execution Engine Constraints) 

● Splitting storage and Execution Engines to favour locality not only improves           
scalability, but also allows achieving better baseline performance: This means we           
can build up the system from solutions optimised for a certain (smaller) scale, which              
is an easier problem. We can especially implement a number of optimisations            
automatically, such as placing storage physically closer to the compute using it -             
ideally to the point of deploying it to node local storage. 

5.4. Robustness 

Requirements: SDP_REQ-818 (Software Reboot Time), SDP_REQ-819 (Software       
Maximum Recovery Time), SDP_REQ-820 (Software failure requiring Rollback Recovery),         
SDP_REQ-822 (Node failures recovery) 
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● The fact that Execution Engines only interact with the execution environment in very             
defined ways means that if an execution fails (for example because of hardware             
failure) we can easily repeat it on alternate hardware. 

5.4. Testability 

● Separating Execution Engines from each other means that we can test them reliably             
in an environment with much less resources available than the full SDP. Furthermore,             
as the Execution Engine interfaces are well-defined stores, we should be able to             
mock the SDP operational system environment with decent accuracy. 

6. Related Views 

This view is a decomposition of the Operational System C&C view [RD01]. 
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